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Riccardo was keeping Edwin's family safe. But could she trust her heart with him too?
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Edwina’s (Winnie’s) best friend and boss, London is honeymooning with her cousin, Gianni. While they’re away, she is managing the professionally organizing business started two years ago. Winnie finds herself in a bit of a dilemma when she takes on the account of the man that fled 10 years ago, leaving Adele the mother of his daughter, Adrianna, pregnant and alone. This sets up his then best friend, her cousin, Gianni, to become the victim of a malicious lie. Things are further complicated when Winnie finds it increasingly difficult to fight the growing feelings of attraction for him. Riccardo Conte returns to Virginia for the first time in ten years just in time to see his oldest friend, Gianni, exchange marital vows. He has returned home to set matters straight with why he fled all while neutralizing the threat made against the Rossellini family—namely Adrianna. Will he be able to redeem the hurt and pain that he incurred against the Rossellini family? Can he convince Winnie he can protect her heart as well as her life? Please enjoy the sequel to Loving Gianni!
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**Customer Reviews**

In this second book about the Rossellini family, we learn more about the man we grew to hate in Book 1: Loving Gianni. Riccardo Conte makes an appearance after being away for ten years; he is
a man accused and misunderstood, but he had to return to protect the very ones who accused him and his precious child who, based on an anonymous tip, could very well be in danger. But who is the culprit? Someone still angry about his past misdeeds or someone connected with his recent stint with law enforcement? While this pressure cooker of a situation is building on the front burner, romance is simmering on the back burner. After his parents pass away and he inherits their home and possessions, Riccardo needs help with organizing his home and his home office so he can move forward with his new business venture. To help out he knowingly enlists the aide of Gianni’s cousin, Winnie and the spark of love is immediately ignited. But Winnie is conflicted. Is Riccardo really there to help or is he there to open old wounds and cause the family more pain? Author Nikki Walker can paint a scene, a room and most definitely a love story like no one else. You will have no problem believing in this family and the trials and tribulations they endure on their journey back to love. I recommend this book to everyone who likes dramatic love stories.

This follow-up to "Loving Gianni" was a Great Continuation of The love that began with Gianni and London. I thoroughly enjoyed reading Ricardo and Winnie’s Beautiful story. Hopefully the story for this family will continue. I can’t wait to see Adrianna’s reaction when she truly discovers that Ricardo is her biological father. Another Fantastic job of writing Nikki Walker. Thanks for continuing to share your talent with us all.

The Sweetest Love was a very touching love story. The second part of the Rossellini family story. In this installment Riccardo was revealed as the father of little Adrianne, the little girl London and Gianni had accepted into their lives and had plans to adopt. When a threat was revealed that her life was in danger, Riccardo rushed back to town with his special ops team to ensure that his family and his daughter were safe. Riccardo hired Winnie Rossellini to help him get his office and home organized while he was secretly putting together a plan to ensure her safety along with the entire Rossellini family. While being held virtually captive in his home, feelings began to surface on the part of both Riccardo and Winnie, so the natural thing was for them to fight the attraction. In the end, with Winnie’s family in danger and the need to depend on Riccardo for her safety, Winnie gave in to his wishes and eventually submits to her desire to be with her Alpha Male. A really good read and conclusion to this story.

What can I reveal. This story was page turning from the beginning to the end. This was a true plus to the continuation of the Rossellini Family. The characters were able to pull the reader into the
story and make it truly believable. There was one scene in the story that just melted my heart (I won’t give it away). I had to put the novel down, compose myself, then finish reading. Once I started reading the novel, there was no putting it down until I was finished. Like all of Ms. Walker’s other novels, this one holds to the truth that second chances works, and that sometimes you can’t judge a book by the cover you see. Good job Ms. Nikki Walker, and I am patiently awaiting the arrival of book three or the Rossellini Family. Please stay with the roses concept for the covers, I think that it adds a nice touch to the novels. Pat yourself of the back, this one is a bestseller too!!

I just loved this second installment to a really good series. I liked it better than the first and the reason why is because of the chemistry the characters have. They make you enjoy reading about the two of them. This was a laugh out loud sexy, funny, sweet love story. Well worth the time to read.

Ms. Walker has captivated me again with a great love story. Her story makes me believe in love at first sight and the fight it sometimes take to hold on to what we know to be true, LOVE. Riccardo had to come home to face the mistakes of his past, which means facing his friend who he didn’t know had been caught in his cowardness. Edwina is caught between the raging beats of her heart and loyalty to her family. I could not put the book down until I read The End! I look forward to reading more stories by Ms. Walker.

This is an excellent second book that explains the story of the Rossellinis. Loving Gianni. I just know a Book 3 must be in the works. This is a must read and I salute Nikki Walker--please keep on writing.

Awe Ricardo and Winnie story was perfectly written. I enjoyed the suspense, mystery and love in this story. I’m glad Ricardo got a chance to make things right with his friends. I love how Nikki writes about forgiveness and second chances in life! GREAT JOB and Story.
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